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                Arabah.
        Dec 3rd 1935.

Dear Mother 

          I was dreadfully sorry to hear of  
Ethel’s sudden death, it must have been  
a shock to you also, coming so soon after  
the news of her illness, I had intended  
writing her a long letter to-day, but instead  
I have written notes to Ron & Falconer. 

          Thank you very much for getting the pencils  
for me they are exactly what I wanted, & I am  
glad you were able to get the long ones,  
and all six at once, they came in plenty  
of time before I had finished the stock  
in hand 

          Wip-Wat is very well his leg has healed up  
perfectly, our kitten “m/<M>ugallem” (stripped one)  
is also very fit & thinks petting is much  
more important than eating, he is never  
still one moment. 

          I do not think we shall see much of the  
sparrows this year, we are working in the  
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hypostyle hall, & this is the abode of owls, they  
have their houses in dark holes in the roof  
also part is open to the sky & there are hawks  
on the look out for unwary small birds  
so sparrows make their houses in the inner  
chapels, where they can conduct their private  
affairs unmolested. 

          Amice was lazy this morning & had her breakfast  
in bed, when she made her first appeare/<a>nce  
some time later she produced the inclosedsic

poem. 

          Sheikh Jed-el-Karim is feeling very bucked  
he has a new assistant teacher, I quite  
expect the young man will be produced some  
time or other to pay his respects to me 

          I have been busy sticking calanderssic on to the  
little casts of the head I brought out with  
me they look very pretty with the green  
ribbon, I shall soon have to start writing  
Christmas letters I do not think I shall  
need any more calendars as the ones with the 
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ships on will do for our rooms here. 

          I have been making up the skirt from the  
stuff I bought in Girga it tailors beautifully.  
I enclose a cutting for you to see, if it wears  
well, & does not crumple I think I shall get  
another length for wear at home. the old  
machine is working splendidly, I am glad  
I brought it out here. 

          Lots of love to you & Father also to Pat. 
          Your affectionate daughter 
          Myrtle.    
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[by Amice Calverley] 

Oh Bill & Ben were 2 strong men 
They stayed in bed till [  ]
Till [  ] they stayed in [  ]
And then did shout for to be fed. 
For to be fed they then did SHOUT 
(On beef + bread + Guiness’sic Stout) 
On [  ] + [  ] + [  ] 
Then, having fed, they turned about 
– they turned about then (having fed) 
And slowly crawled back into  
[  ] 


